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As individual works, the films All the Way (2016) and Selma (2014) each provide a 

narrative account of pivotal moments in the civil rights movement. The former focuses on 

President Lyndon B. Johnson’s time in office between President Kennedy’s death on November 

22, 1963 and LBJ’s election in November, 1964, while Selma centers itself around the Selma to 

Montgomery marches of 1965, with Martin Luther King anchoring the viewer’s perspective. The 

films may both be taken as a celebration of a monumental time in American political history and 

their attitudes towards the passage of civil rights legislation is unmistakably positive. In their 

treatment of the leadership of the time, however, the films diverge significantly. 

 At the center of these films are Martin Luther King Jr. and President Johnson, who will 

be referred to as MLK and LBJ, respectively, throughout this analysis. Much of the action we see 

on screen is tethered to these two men. In All the Way, LBJ is portrayed as a cunning pragmatist, 

deeply sympathetic to the civil rights movement, but conflicted by his need to hold his party 

together in order to secure the presidency in the upcoming election. MLK is cast in a similar 

light, though his internal conflicts are painted in broad, shallow strokes. We see him act as 

mediator between the more radical elements of his movement and those that wish to follow a 

more conservative, lobbying-driven tack, as he keeps a slow-burning pressure on LBJ to make 

good on his campaign promises of substantial civil rights legislation.  



 In Selma, we see a very different portrait of LBJ. He is more ruthless than cunning, and 

treats civil rights legislation as a vehicle rather than the object of his goals. The impression is that 

only when it will cost him greatly to do otherwise is he willing to support the efforts in Selma. 

Selma gives MLK a thorough treatment, examining his motivations, conflicts, and complexities 

in much the same way that All the Way looks at LBJ. We see a man who constantly aware of 

himself in relation to the world, and who must act both delicately and decisively to orchestrate a 

grand movement among diverse and sometimes sparring groups.  

 Both films portray their protagonist as constantly aware of the way they are being 

perceived. Film critic Eileen Jones lays out this dynamic in her review of Selma for Jacobin 

Magazine1: 

“Selma puts a laudable emphasis on a very practical problem in modern political 
activism: the absolute necessity of gaining media attention favorable to your cause, and 
the complexities of trying to engineer in advance how any given action will be framed. 
Obviously, sufficient media attention of the right kind can put pressure on law 
enforcement and the local, state, and federal government. But getting that favorable 
attention is a tricky rhetorical problem with new wrinkles in every campaign. 

 
The film shows King possessing a keen awareness of these complexities, and the sheer 
risk and effort involved in working them out in extremely hostile circumstances. He is 
portrayed as a man acutely conscious that he has taken the leading role in a drama that he 
himself is staging — and must keep on staging — in order to struggle for civil rights.”  
 

Selma makes this clear through scenes such as the opening one, in which MLK worries over 

which tie to wear to his Nobel Prize acceptance, afraid that something too formal will distance 

him from his working-class supporters.  
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 All the Way shows LBJ constantly involved in similar considerations. In an early scene 

involving a meeting with Sen. Richard B. Russell, we see how important optics were to these 

men, and how important it was to control their image. Russell, former governor of Georgia, long-

time friend of LBJ, and leader of the Dixiecrats has come to meet with the president. Nominally 

it is to congratulate him, but it is clear to the viewer that he has really come for assurance that 

LBJ has no intention of following through on the civil rights legislation promised in his address 

to the Joint Sessions of Congress, LBJ assures him that the speech, and any pursuant legislation, 

is just “a little bit of red meat” for Humphrey and “the liberals.”2 Just as Russell is preparing to 

leave, confident in the President’s allegiance to the segregationist South, a secretary comes in 

and announces that MLK is on line three for the President. Russell gives LBJ a knowing look, 

and LBJ’s artfully crafted fiction falls flat.  

In another scene from All the Way, we see optics coming into play for both LBJ and 

MLK. The Democratic National Convention is underway in Atlantic City, New Jersey, and the 

Mississippi Democratic Freedom Party (MDFP) is demanding to have delegates seated at the 

convention, as they had been excluded from the electoral process through Mississippi’s White 

Primary. Much is at stake for both Johnson and King. It is here that we see one of the central 

conflicts of the civil rights movement come to a head- that is, whether or not leadership should 

compromise the principles of a grassroots movement in order to make political gains. Do they 

risk bad optics in order to make gains in Washington, in the arena of legislative power? Both 

LBJ and MLK must take a risk in this scene.  
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For MLK, it is the decision to accept the two “token” seats offered by Hubert Humphrey, 

or to continue fighting for greater representation. If he instructs his party to accept the seats, he 

risks being cast as an “Uncle Tom,” beholden to the white elite and too weak to lead the 

movement into the Voting Rights struggle that looms before them. If he declines the 

compromise, he may be viewed as having spurned those in the Democratic Party that sought to 

help him, and lose his influence in Washington and thus an important means of affecting 

legislative change. MLK accepts the compromise, and though not all are happy with the 

decision- Bob Moses says, “even King Solomon himself could not have cut that baby more 

cleanly in half”- the optics are ultimately good. African Americans are sitting in a southern 

delegation, and this is seen by the world.  

For LBJ, the dilemma hinges on his perceived commitment to civil rights, particularly the 

promised Voting Rights Act, and his perceived loyalty to the South and its right to determine its 

own segregation policy. If he denounces the MDFP, which inaction would imply, he risks losing 

the support of civil rights leadership, which will be critical to his success in the national 

election.3 If he allows news coverage of their cause to continue, his hands will be bound by 

public opinion and he will be forced to act strongly in their favor. If he acquiesces their request, 

he risks isolating what is left of his support in the south and losing the New Deal coalition and 

the legitimacy of the convention through a walk-out. The film portrays LBJ’s response as 

emblematic of the manipulation and cunning that he is known for. He calls for a televised 

address to the nation, thus cutting off all other broadcasts and dampening the fervor created by 

MDFP coverage. Meanwhile, he has Humphrey lean hard on civil rights leadership to accept the 
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two-seat compromise, while he himself leans hard on the Georgia delegation to stay at the 

convention, ensuring the legitimacy of his nomination. For both MLK and LBJ, the scene marks 

not only political compromise, but a compromise of morals. Both must betray, momentarily, 

commitments they have made to their supporters. Their actions however, divergent from the 

men’s ethics as they may be, achieve the ends that their strategy sought.  

 

 Many Americans found themselves questioning the morals of their leaders who seemed 

to stray from the path taken by grass roots movements that support them, as Anne Moody did in 

Coming of Age in Mississippi. She captures her frustration, and the frustration of many activists 

during the time in the following passage from the end of chapter 25: 

 

“Yeah, let’s talk about that beautiful march on Washington,” I said, almost yelling. “It 
was just two weeks ago, believe it or not. And 250,00 people were there yelling, ‘We 
want freedom.’ Well, I guess this bombing is Birmingham’s answer to the march. But 
what’s gonna be our answer to the bombing? We’re gonna send more of our children 
right back to Sunday school to be killed. Then the President will probably issue a 
statement saying, ‘We are doing Everything in our Power to apprehend the killers. And 
we are in close touch with the situation.’ After which we will still run out in the streets 
and bow our heads and pray to be spat upon in the process. I call that real religion, real, 
honest-to-goodness n***** religion. If Martin Luther King thinks nonviolence is really 
going to work for the South as it did for India, then he is out of his mind.”4 

 

Moody is frustrated that the tactics called for by leadership at the highest level did not reflect 

what was shown to work on the ground. Understandably, the message of non-violence delivered 

by MLK at the national level did not always resonate with grassroots supporters whose 

experience was full of violence and threat. Though it may not have always drummed up support 

within his own movement, it played perfectly in the court of public opinion. His speech would be 
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juxtaposed with scenes of racial violence on televisions across the country, and widespread 

sympathy would be won across the country, if sometimes at the cost of the faith of his own 

supporters. 

Both men recognized that they could not conduct their movements in Washington the 

same way that they conducted them in the field. That grassroots strategy must differ from grand 

strategy in both tactics and aims if their ultimate goal of meaningful civil rights legislation was to 

be achieved. This sentiment is captured in telephone conversation between King and Johnson on 

January 15, 1965: 

 

MLK:  It’s very interesting, Mr. President, to notice that the only states you didn’t carry in 
the South [in the 1964 presidential election], those five southern states, have less than forty 
percent of the Negroes registered to vote. I think it’s just so important to get Negroes 
registered to vote in large numbers in the South. It will be this coalition of the Negro vote 
and the moderate vote that will really make the New South. 
 
LBJ:  That’s exactly right. I think you can contribute a great deal by getting your leaders, 
and you yourself, taking very simple examples of discrimination... If you can find the worst 
condition that you run into in Alabama, Mississippi, Louisiana, or South Carolina—well, 
I think one of the worst I ever heard of was the president of a school at Tuskegee, or head 
of the Government department there or something, being denied the right to cast a vote. If 
you just take that one illustration and get it on radio, get it on television, get in the pulpits, 
get it in the meetings, get it every place you can; pretty soon, the fellow that didn’t do 
anything but drive a tractor will say, “that’s not right, that’s not fair.” And then, that’ll help 
us in what we’re going to shove [legislation] through in the end. 
 
MLK:  You’re exactly right about that. 

 
LBJ:  And if we do that, we’ll break through—it’ll be the greatest breakthrough of 
anything, not even excepting the ’64 Act… because it’ll do things even that '64 Act 
couldn’t do.5 
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Selma and All the Way are distinct from one another in their portrayal of the leadership in 

1963, ’64 and ’65, particularly in their characterization of President Johnson, but they both drive 

home the point that perception is a powerful tool, and that the road taken must sometimes be a 

winding and compromised one if it is to lead to victory. As LBJ says in All the Way, “nothing is 

free. Not even good… especially not good.” 


